
Avoca Beach, 30 Walder Crescent
Laid Back Family Home or Investment Opportunity in
Avoca

This immaculately presented property makes you feel instantly at home as you
are immersed within the relaxed beachside atmosphere and peaceful leafy
setting. Showcasing contemporary interiors and an easy flow floor plan offering
plenty of space and privacy as a family home, holiday retreat
or ideal investment. Revel in the convenience being located only a short distance
to Avoca Beach, captivating natural surrounds, schools, cafes and vibrant
village.

- Split level in design, this immaculately presented home expands over three
levels offering an abundance of space and comfort for the whole family
- Upon entry you are greeted by a spacious living room seamlessly blending with
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the outdoor entertaining deck, encircled by stunning leafy surrounds
- Moving your way to the upper level, a stylish, light filled kitchen equipped with
induction cooktop and dishwasher, adjoins the dining room capturing treetop
views
- Two generous sized bedrooms with built-in-robes, serviced by three-way
bathroom
- Private lower-level parents retreat showcases a tranquil outlook from open
plan spa bath and sitting area with a separate bathroom and entry
- Privately set back on a 757 sqm block, only minutes away to all local amenities
- Additional features include double lock-up garage, plenty of storage, ducted
air-conditioning, ceiling fans
- Only a short drive to Erina Fair Shopping Centre or Kincumber Shopping Centre,
20 minutes to Gosford Train Station and M1 freeway to Sydney and Newcastle
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